SECTION 310 - BROOMING OFF

310.01 Description. This section describes cleaning existing surface or pavement.

310.02 Materials. None.

310.03 Construction. Remove earth, dust and other foreign material, grass and other growth, raveled material, existing raised pavement markers, and traffic tapes from entire surface of work area. Remove grass and other growth from edges of work area and closely crop adjacent growth to prevent interference with subsequent project construction. Dispose of debris resulting from brooming off operations.

Remove loose material and excess dust using mechanically operated street sweeper or mechanically operated broom, both equipped to contain dust generated from cleaning operations, or vacuum with HEPA filter. If necessary, supplement mechanical cleaning by hand brooming. Clean cracks and joints with compressed air. Complete this work while surface is dry.

Control dust emissions in accordance with Section 620 - Dust Control.

310.04 Measurement. The Engineer will not measure brooming off for payment.

310.05 Payment. The Engineer will not pay for brooming off separately and will consider the cost for brooming off as included in the contract prices for the various contract pay items. The cost is for the work prescribed in this section and the contract documents.

END OF SECTION 310